
Screen Portfolio



Screens: Desk Mounted

Steelcase Flex and Modesty Screens

Steelcase Flex Screens offer flexibility for personal privacy, 

and to switch from a privacy or modesty screens. 

* Available in bleach cleanable fabric

Steelcase Sarto Screen

Sarto Screens are an attractive way to create visual 

separation across the open office. Sarto can be added to 

spines, benches and desks to punch up privacy and style. 

Sarto screens are available in L and Linear shapes. 

* Available in bleach cleanable fabric

Universal Privacy Modesty Screen

While creating personal space, Universal Privacy Modesty 

Screen offers a clean, comfortable aesthetic, attach using 

brackets, with no visible clamps or hardware and offer a 

variety of fabric options that allow tacking for display and 

personalization.

* Available in bleach cleanable fabric

Steelcase Soffio Screen (FOE Summer 2020)

With a distinct soft look and sleek curved corners, Soffio 

screens offer a beautiful, flexible way to provide privacy in 

open floorplans. 

https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/soffio-screen/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/universal-privacy-modesty-screen/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/desk-systems/steelcase-flex-collection/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/sarto-screen/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/sarto-screen/


Screens: Desk Mounted

Steelcase Privacy + Modesty Screens (Details)

Privacy and Modesty Screens create separation and 

provide boundary in open environments. They easily 

attach to the Series height-adjustable tables and any 

Universal worksurface to meet the needs of your 

workspace.

* Available in bleach cleanable fabric

Steelcase eSpecials Side Screens

The surface mounted side screen provides privacy and 

boundary. This screen is available as a tackable fabric 

finish or as a frosted writable laminate glass finish. 

* Available in bleach cleanable fabric

Steelcase Divisio Side Screen

Division side screens allow workers to adapt their space 

instantly. They can remove the screen to facilitate 

collaboration or add it to any work surface to create 

privacy. 

Steelcase SOTO Functional Screen 

Perfect for storing frequently used documents and 

books. Attached to the front edge or cover the seam of 

any standard worksurface to provide workers with 

organization, boundary and privacy. 

https://www.steelcase.com/products/organization-tools/soto/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/divisio/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/privacy-modesty-screens/


Screens: Desk Mounted

Steelcase SOTO Launchpad

Available with or without power, Launch Pad provides 

separation between workspaces and protective storage. 

Powered option offers three easily accessible outlets on 

each side. Optional divider screen can be retrofitted 

without the use of tools. 

Turnstone Bivi Freestanding Screen

Create a sense of personal space with Bivi screens. The 

handy magnetic and tackable boards can be used for 

photos, inspiring quotes and whatever else makes your 

space your own. 

Turnstone Bivi Wrap Screen (FOE TBD, on hold)

Information to follow. 

https://myturnstone.com/products/screens-and-partitions/bivi-tackable-screen/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/organization-tools/soto/


Screens: Desk Mounted Application Examples

Sarto Screen Details Screen

Side + Details Screen Side + Details Screen



Screens: Studio B

Steelcase Studio B Rectangular Curved Screens

These screens are designed to provide just enough 

privacy. 

Steelcase Studio B Taper Curved Screens

These screens are designed to open your peripheral 

sightline without compromising privacy. 

Steelcase Studio B Asymmetric Curved Screens

These screens are designed to provide various levels of 

privacy around the worktable. 

Steelcase Studio B Open + Closed Curved Screens

These screens are the best of both worlds, they provide 

both open and enclosed levels of privacy. 

* FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON STEELCASE STUDIO B, PLEASE 

REACH OUT TO YOUR LOCAL STEELCASE REPRESENTATIVE



Screens: AMQ

3F Screens

3F felt privacy screens are available with 5 different 

mounting options. They offer next level functionality for 

your privacy needs. These screens are available in Linear, 

L & U shapes. 

3F Hanging Panels (FOE Summer 2020)

Hanging panels can be installed to add privacy, divide 

space, soften sound pollution and for simple design 

enhancement. 

https://amqsolutions.com/3f-screens
https://amqsolutions.com/3f-screens
https://amqsolutions.com/3f-screens


Screens: Freestanding

Turnstone Campfire Screen

Enclosed in mesh, Campfire Screen by Turnstone creates 

an office oasis by providing semi-private boundaries.

Turnstone Clipper

Portable and user-deployable, Clipper freestanding 

screens by Turnstone deliver on-demand privacy + space 

definition to the modern workplace.

Turnstone Pivot (FOE TBD, on hold)

Pivot is a multi-faceted screen, designed to create 

boundaries within collaboration spaces. It rotates, with 

whiteboard on one side and fabric on the other. 

Steelcase B-Free Screen

Knit screens offer subtle privacy and promote 

concentration. 

Steelcase Flex Screens

Steelcase Flex Screens offer infinite possibilities for space 

division, personal privacy and visual display. Available 

Summer 2019.

* Available in bleach cleanable fabric

https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/campfire-screen/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/clipper/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/steelcase-flex-screens/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/collaborative-chairs/b-free/


Screens: Freestanding

Steelcase Flex Markerboard

Steelcase Flex Markerboard Solutions offer infinite 

possibilities for space division, personal privacy, visual 

display and collaboration

Steelcase Flex Acoustic Boundary

The multi-use acoustic boundary is a necessity in any busy 

team space. It provides acoustic performance, space 

division and a visual display area. 

Steelcase Groupwork Mobile Easel

The Groupwork Mobile Easel is a multipurpose whiteboard 

designed to support the dynamic nature of work. This unit 

can support both whiteboard and fabric materiality. Also, it 

includes a storage compartment and pencil tray along with 

flip-chart pegs on both sides. 

Steelcase Groupwork Mobile Whiteboard Screen

The Groupwork Mobile Whiteboard is a multipurpose 

whiteboard designed to support the dynamic nature of 

collaborative work. This unit can support laminate 

whiteboard, e3 Ceramic Steel and Tackboard. 

Steelcase Health Separation Screen 

Separation Screens aid infection-control efforts and 

offer a protective barrier between those who seek help 

and those who stand ready. 

https://www.steelcase.com/products/whiteboards/groupwork-whiteboard/#train
https://www.steelcase.com/products/whiteboards/groupwork-whiteboard/#train
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/steelcase-flex-acoustic-boundary/
https://www.steelcase.com/eu-en/products/whiteboards-accessories/steelcase-flex-whiteboard-support-solutions/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/screens/separation-screens/


Screens: Freestanding

Steelcase B-Free

The Exponents Mobile Whiteboard and Mediaboard 

Display will elevate conversations and simplify meetings 

with its carefully designed technological capabilities and 

portability. 

PolyVision a3 CeramicSteel Mobile 

PolyVision a3 CeramicSteel Mobile enables on-the-go 

collaboration. This double-side mobile whiteboard features 

casters that lock and unlock so it can roll smoothly across 

the floor. Making set up for group discussions effortless and 

immediate, the portable whiteboard allows for collaboration 

to occur on demand. 

Sagegreenlife Verdanta Living Productivity Partition

The multi-use acoustic Coalesse partner, Sagegreenlife 

provides beautiful living green walls and self-contained, 

freestanding walls and movable partitions.

Extremis Sticks Space Divider

This space divider is ideal for creating privacy in a 

garden or on a balcony but also has a place inside the 

workplace for use as space division between zones. 

MIO Nomad System Felt PRO

Nomad System Felt Pro is a freestanding, acoustic, 

modular room divider design for the contract market. 

Nomad System Felt Pro can be configured into privacy 

screens, displays, cubicles or even temporary walls. 

https://www.coalesse.com/products/accessories/whiteboards-podiums/exponents-white-board-mobile-display/
https://www.steelcase.com/products/whiteboards/a3-ceramicsteel-mobile/


Screens: Freestanding

Snowsound Corista Panel

The patented CORISTA sound-absorbing panel uses 

Snowsound technology, with design inspiration from 

collaborating with expert sound engineers and decorated 

world-class musicians, with the perspective of 

understanding and meeting their needs for acoustics, 

senses and practical use. 

Snowsound PLI Panels

The OVERSIZE system is characterized by the large size 

acoustic panel proportion made with Snowsound 

technology. Panels serve as double-sided free-standing 

1.0 NRC partitions. 

Loftwall Styl Mobi Screen

STYL Mobi is a mobile acoustical privacy screen that 

brings function and creativity to any workspace. 

Loftwall Styl Screen

STYL is a freestanding acoustical privacy screen that 

brings function and creativity to any work space. 

MIO Nomad System Room Divider

Nomad is inspired by contemporary nomadic lifestyles and 

the desire for flexible work and living spaces. Designed to 

grow and adapt to any environment and a range of 

applications, Nomad system translates the tools of 

architecture and contractors into simple modules that 

anyone can use. 



Screens: Integrated, Ancillary 

Coalesse Bix Lounge System

Create lounge-based work settings that host teams and 

technology in comfort. Bix Lounge System with optional back 

screen creates space division while keeping the feel of an 

open, social environment.

Steelcase Brody Worklounge

Brody WorkLounge is a private workspace designed to be 

good for your body and good for your brain – providing places 

to get away without going away.

Steelcase Brody Desk

Brody Desk is a high-performing private workstation designed 

specifically for the in-between spaces in corporate and 

education environments. Provides people with moments of 

focus in high-traffic settings.

Turnstone Bivi Rumble Seat w/ Hoodie

Rumble Seat Hoodie fits perfectly atop Bivi Rumble Seat, 

creating a semi-private barrier perfect for meetings, phone 

calls or quiet work.

Coalesse Lagunitas Focus Nook

Lagunitas Focus Nook offers users a touch-down destination 

for doing focused tasks in a traditional work posture —

optimizing space within the open plan, while staying centered 

and free from distraction.



Screens: Integrated, Ancillary 

Steelcase Media:scape Lounge 

The media:scape lounge system’s geometric, modular design 

enables small teams to comfortably connect and easily 

collaborate. The optional canopy transforms the open lounge 

into an intimate and protected setting.

OrangeBox Aspect

Aspect is a high back sofa solution designed to provide private 

places in any busy workspace. Available as an intimate high 

back sofa or an enclosed semi-private booth, allowing for the 

integration of work surfaces, power, and panel-mounted 

monitors.

OrangeBox Away from the Desk

AftD’s high back design provides refined acoustic and visual

privacy, and offers an upright, ergonomically controlled

seating position more reflective of a task seat posture. It also

provides multiple specification options for large and small

work surfaces, and can meet a wide variety of power, data 

and monitor requirements.

Steelcase Regard

Regard provides a range of privacy options. Integrated 

dividers, screens and planters define and protect personal 

space in open environments. Regard booths give a familiar 

place where small groups can gather for private 

conversations.

Coalesse Lagunitas Lounge System

Lagunitas Lounge System adapts to changing work styles and 

shifting work postures. A comprehensive seating and table 

collection, Lagunitas creates a “third place” anywhere while 

offering multi-modal support and varying degrees of privacy.



Screens: Integrated, Ancillary 

Steelcase Sylvi Lounge System

Sylvi invites people to come together and get creative 

with its upbeat, angular sense of style and remarkable 

range. Designed with performance in mind, Sylvi

provides the privacy, postural support and connection 

people need to be productive. 

Steelcase Umami Lounge System

Umami seating, tables and screens offer a variety of 

configurations, sizes and material options. Integrated power 

and sculpted design allow for user comfort and 

performance. Screens create a range of privacy and 

balance the desire for openness with the need for solitude.



Screens: Integrated, Ancillary Application Ideas 

Steelcase Umami Lounge System 

Coalesse Focus Nook (above)

Steelcase Sylvi Lounge (left)

Steelcase Brody Worklounge



Screens: Integrated, Ancillary Application Ideas 

OrangeBox Away from the Desk 

Steelcase Regard 

Coalesse Bix OrangeBox Aspect 


